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1 Executive summary
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online problematic content and behaviours. The focus of the report is on the applicability of these
approaches to Nordic social media data. We also describe the system used to collect data for our
case studies, and the results obtained applying selected methods to the collected data. Based on
the review and systematisation of existing approaches, the development of original methods, and
their application to real data, this report also provides a list of considerations and recommendations
about the practical usage of computational methods in the Nordic context.
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2 INTRODUCTION

2 Introduction

The objective of this report is to review different types of computational approaches designed to
identify problematic content and behaviours and to present an application of selected approaches
to Nordic social media data. This document complements NORDIS Deliverable “State of the art in
fact-checking technology”1, which provides a systematic review of fact-checking tools.

A first consequence of the Nordic and practical focus of this report is that we problematise the
definition of what should be detected. While several algorithms developed by computer scientists
are aimed at classifying whether an information item (such as a social media post) contains a true
or false claim [103, 91, 15, 3], in an ecosystem with fact-checking organisations an important aim
is to support the identification of the most relevant information to be checked and to be able to
characterise the associated online information evolution and spreading processes.2 Therefore, in
this report “detection method” refers to any method designed to summarise and filter large collec-
tions of social media posts with the aim of highlighting the presence of potentially problematic and
worth-checking content and behaviours. We focus on methods whose results can be subjected to
manual and qualitative analysis by fact-checkers.

As an example, the identification of polarising content that is co-shared by specific groups of
accounts is not a task directly aimed at identifying false claims. Some of the identified co-sharing
networks, sometimes even those characterised by automated behaviours, are unproblematic —
a recurring example being local accounts of a national news agency co-sharing the same links of
national interest as part of their journalistic activities. However, this approach can also capture
problematic behaviours such as astroturfing, can associate specific links and claims to their online
attention dynamics, and can identify connections between known problematic accounts and yet-
unknown but related ones.

A second consequence of the Nordic focus of this deliverable is that many existing detection
algorithms are not directly applicable to the Nordic data we collected for this report. Methods
based on machine learning (including deep learning) have become prevalent in the literature, but
they require data to be trained on and are currently mostly optimised for English. While Nordic
languages cannot be regarded as low-resource languages in general, the available resources
to annotate training datasets for disinformation detection tasks in these languages are still very
limited. While cross- and multi-lingual technologies under development in the Natural Language
Processing community can be regarded as possible future solutions, there is a lack of evidence
about applicability to Nordic disinformation campaigns. Therefore, part of this report focuses on
unsupervised methods, and part reviews existing methods to automatically match fact-checks with
social media archives, with the aim (among others) to generate annotated datasets.

Part of the work we did on designing new detection methods has been published in the articles:
Fake News Detection using BiLSTM and Sentence Transformer [81], describing two bidirectional
Long Short TermMemory architectures with sentence transformers used to solvemono- and cross-

1https://datalab.au.dk/fileadmin/Datalab/NORDIS_reports/Report_task_4.1_The_State_of_Art_of_Fact-
Checking_Tools.pdf

2The second part of this research, describing the life cycle of selected online information campaigns, will be the
subject of NORDIS Deliverable 5.2.
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3 DEFINITIONS

lingual multi-class fake news detection tasks; MisRoBÆRTa: Transformers versus Misinformation
[82], presenting a transformer-based deep neural ensemble architecture for misinformation detec-
tion, and Robustness and sensitivity of network-based topic detection [20], where we experimen-
tally evaluated the effect of different parameters on the result of network-based topic detection. We
refer to the published articles for more details on these works. The original extension of a method
for link co-sharing community detection that we used in our pilot studies has not been published
yet, so we describe it in more detail in Section 4.2.2.

This report is organised as follows. The first part provides an overview of detection approaches,
including some definitions (Section 3) used to present a taxonomy of methods (Section 4). The
second part presents a practical application of selected methods to Nordic data, and includes a
description of the system developed to collect and analyse the data (Section 5) and some empirical
results (Section 6). The last part provides a list of considerations and recommendations based on
the aforementioned review of detection methods and empirical study (Section 7).

3 Definitions

This section defines the following concepts used in the rest of the report: problematic content and
information disorder, claims and social media data, and detection.

We use the broad definition of information disorder discussed in [89], which includes any pro-
duction and exchange of information that can distort news or polarise and mislead audiences,
whether the information is true or false, harmful or not harmful, unintentionally generated or pro-
duced for malicious purposes. We generally refer to content associated to information disorders
as problematic content. In particular, we do not use the term problematic just to refer to false or
unverified claims (also called fake news and rumours). We consider the verification of the truth of
a claim part of the activities of fact-checkers more than an algorithmic task, although algorithms
can be used to support this activity.

The methods that will be described in Section 4 are defined on five main types of entities
(posts, claims, accounts, users, and resources), illustrated in Figure 1 together with their relation-
ships. These entities partly overlap with the SIOC Ontology3. Posts are generic items posted on
social media, for example a tweet (including text, images, videos), a retweet, a YouTube video,
or a comment under a YouTube video. Claims are semantic information statements associated
to posts. With semantic, we mean that we refer to their meaning and not to the specific way in
which they are expressed — for example, the same statement can be expressed using different
linguistic formulations, or implied by an image in the post. Here we use the term information to
indicate statements expressing facts.4 In logic, the terms statement and proposition are some-
times used as synonyms of claim. Social media accounts, controlled by users at different levels
of automation, produce and spread (e.g., retweet) posts. The same user can control multiple
accounts on the same or different social media platforms. Resources refer to external content
referenced in a post, for example links to Web pages and images. Claims (often identified in one

3http://sioc-project.org
4https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/information
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4 A TAXONOMY OF METHODS

Figure 1: Entities and their relationships

or more posts, but in general expressed independently of specific posts as semantic statements)
are fact-checked, while data extracted from social media platforms contain posts, accounts, and
(if collected) resources. Based on these entities we can construct networks of accounts involved
in the spreading (creation and sharing) of the same or similar sources.

With respect to the entities defined above, the term detection is used in this report to refer to
the process of identifying or supporting the identification of posts, accounts, and resources that
can be associated to information disorders. Notice that our definition of detection is different from
more specific definitions used in the literature, such as claim detection, rumour detection, and fake
news detection.

4 A taxonomy of methods

In this report we consider four main types of detection tasks targeting the data entities described
in the previous section: unsupervised filtering, unsupervised summarisation, classification, and
matching. Table 1 summarises these tasks, with examples related to the different entities.

In filtering, a small subset of the posts, accounts, or resources is extracted, often based on
ranking and selection of top items. Basic metrics can be used to perform filtering, e.g., ranking
tweets by number of retweets. While many filtering methods do not pose technical challenges
and do not require sophisticated data mining algorithms, they can be very useful in practice. They
are easy to implement and to understand, and given the typical long-tail distributions of popularity
scores (such as number of followers of social media accounts) the resulting data is often small
enough to allow manual analysis.

Differently from filtering, in unsupervised summarisation all the data is preserved, and it is en-
riched with a representation small enough to be manually inspected. For example, tweets (posts)
can be grouped into a number of topics, typically much smaller than the number of tweets.

In classification, posts, accounts, and sources are associated to a label from a predefined set,
for example “true” or “false”. This task is similar to part of the work already performed by fact-
checkers. However, fact-checking is a much more elaborated activity in general; for example,
it requires a documentation of the sources used to produce the label, it is based on a process
that increases the trust in the fact-check (e.g., using multiple independent sources), and it may
include an analysis of how the corresponding claim has been generated and spread. However,
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4 A TAXONOMY OF METHODS

Posts Accounts Resources
Filtering Most relevant Most followed Most shared
Summarisation Topic modelling Co-share network clustering Content-based clustering
Classification Fake detection Bot detection Digital manipulation
Matching Claim matching User matching Reverse search

Table 1: Examples of methods organised according to general approach (rows) and target found
in the data (columns).

automated fake news detection can in in principle be used as a supporting task inside filtering and
summarisation, where for example posts containing false claims can be ranked higher in potential
interest.

An additional type of task that is important in the context of this report is matching, where the
information in the data is related to information from external sources in the absence of explicit
links. The range of applications of matching tasks is broad: for example, matching posts against
claims5 in fact-check databases can be used for research, to study the spreading of known claims
in the past, it can be used to annotate training datasets, it can be used to monitor the diffusion of
current disinformation campaigns, and also to discover cross-lingual claims.

The taxonomy introduced in this section should not suggest a strict partitioning of approaches.
For example, some fake news detection algorithms are based on matching, first enriching the
data with information from knowledge bases or the Web. In general, the information produced by
methods of one type can be used by methods of another type, leading to hybrid approaches.

4.1 Ranking-based filtering

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, filtering based on the definition of ranking metrics
is potentially an effective and simple way to reduce the cardinality of the data and thus to allow
manual analysis of the most promising posts. This approach is also already widely used, because
public social media APIs provide easy access to popularity metrics (such as number of re-shares
and followers) and existing tools such as Crowdtangle also compute metrics related to attention
trends.

Many existing metrics can be interpreted from a network perspective. Number of retweets,
likes, comments, followers, link sharings, all correspond to the degree of nodes in networks where
edges represent those interactions. This implies that in principle additional network-based mea-
sures going beyond the single nodes can be used. An example is betweenness, which represents
the extent to which a node lies between otherwise not-well-connected groups of other nodes.

The practical meaning of more sophisticated network-based measures depends on what the
network is representing. For example,

• A high-betweeness domain in a link sharing network can indicate that the site is used by
different groups of users with different ideologies — for instance, YouTube videos can be
linked by people both pro- and anti-vaccines.

5Claim matching is a special case of claim detection; claim detection does not link data to existing claims in general.
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4 A TAXONOMY OF METHODS

• A high-betweeness Web page can be one that is promoted by some groups of accounts and
debunked by others.

• A high-betweeness account can be one spreading disinformation from one online community
to another, or one trying to debunk some posts in a group where those posts are shared.

Apart from ranking metrics that can be computed from the data, it is also worth considering
rankings suggested by platforms. Social media platforms act as digital intermediaries and may
have an important role in determining the visibility (or not) of specific content. While popularity
is often a criterium used by ranking algorithms, often the calculation of relevance is a complex
process. For example, top search results on YouTube are not all highly popular (although, impor-
tantly, they have higher chances to become popular later on if they are returned at the top of user
searches), and YouTube as a platform actively tries to amplify authoritative sources in domains
such as climate change. Interestingly, this does not always work well, both because sources con-
sidered authoritative may contribute to the spread of disinformation and because these efforts may
not be equally successful across regions and languages.

4.2 Summarisation

4.2.1 Posts

A popular way of summarising texts is to assign them to a smaller set of topics, a task known as
topic modelling. In the context of summarising social media posts, the objective is to identify what
is currently discussed online without having to read a large number of posts. In fact, manually
selecting a sample of the available posts (e.g., tweets) to read comes with a high associated risk
of missing some of the topics — in addition to being time-consuming.

Probabilistic generative topic models such as LDA [9] were initially defined for large documents,
and do not work well for short texts such as those found on many social media platforms. Avail-
able alternatives are pre-processing approaches enriching the short texts e.g. using knowledge
bases, other topic models not specifically designed for short texts but based on less problematic
assumptions (e.g., STM, where it is assumed that different texts can use different words to refer
to the same topic [69]), and models specifically designed for short texts such as GSDMM [96],
embedding-based topic modelling (e.g. top2vec [2], ETM [67], VGTM [64]), and BTM [92]. GS-
DMM uses an iterative procedure, where at every step a document can be assigned to a different
topic by looking at the similarity with the documents already assigned to that topic. top2vec first
computes an embedding of both documents and words. Similar documents, where similarity is de-
fined as their proximity in the embedding space, are clustered together into topics, and the words
making those documents similar are used to describe the corresponding topics. However, this
algorithm requires pre-trained embedding models, unless one deals with a very large corpus and
can train a vector space model from scratch. BTM is based on the idea of directly modelling the
generation of word co-occurrence patterns.

As word co-occurrences can be represented as edges in a word co-occurrence network, in
[20] we have explored the possibility of using network-based approaches for topic modelling. A
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4 A TAXONOMY OF METHODS

Figure 2: A word co-occurrence network with colour-coded communities representing different
topics [20].

Nodes Window Weight Threshold Clustering Ref.
word document number of documents input value Girvan-Newman [72]
word document distance Louvain [71]
word document multiple options statistical significance Fast-greedy [14]
word document statistical significance Infomap [47]
sentence document based on tf-idf Louvain [43]

Table 2: Different design choices used in different studies.

network-based topic detection method has the following general structure:

1. Define what a node in the network corresponds to (e.g., a word, or a sentence).

2. Define edges between the nodes based on word co-occurrences (e.g., create an edge be-
tween two words if they occur in the text at most 5 words apart — in which case we say that
we use a window size of 5).

3. Weight the edges (e.g., based on the number of words between the two words connected
by the edge).

4. Apply thresholds or other methods to reduce the number of edges (e.g., only maintain edges
with at least some given weight).

5. Apply a clustering (also known as community detection) algorithm to identify topics.

An example of a word co-occurrence network where topics have been detected using a community
detection algorithm is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3: A temporal text network.

A review of the literature on network-based topic modelling, summarised in Table 2, shows that
existing methods implement the five steps listed above in different ways. Therefore, to understand
the impact of different choices on the identified topics, we performed an experimental analysis6

obtaining the following results:

• The number of obtained topics is generally larger for smaller window sizes, that is, when we
only create an edge when two words are very close to each other in the text. With the data
used in our experiments, this number becomes constant for window sizes greater than 5.

• Filtering out words with the lowest co-occurrence values from the word co-occurrence matrix
does not significantly impact the identified topics, but reduces the complexity of the algorithm.
Removing words with the largest degrees in the network changes the number of identified
topics only on specific window sizes.

• Using a different weighting scheme within the window sizes results are significantly different
from those obtained under the other experimental conditions.

• The Louvain algorithm shows consistently good results. While in theory we would expect
overlapping algorithms to be more appropriate than partitioning approaches7 such as Lou-
vain, because the same word may be part of multiple topics, with the data used in our ex-
periments the overlapping approach (SLPA) was not able to identify significant topics.

More details are available in [20].

4.2.2 Accounts and resources

On way to perform a summarisation of accounts and resources is to use the temporal text network
model [85, 86]. In this model, we represent social media posts as a network of accounts and
resources, where actions (in this case, sharing a resource through a post) are associated to the
time when they happen. An illustration of a temporal text network is presented in Figure 3.

6The analysis has been so far performed on non-social-media data, because of the lack of ground truth in social
media data that would not allow us to assess which approach worked better.

7A partitioning algorithm assigns each node to exactly one cluster, for example each word to exactly one topic if
nodes represent words
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Figure 4: A projection of a temporal text network on accounts and resources.

A typical way to analyse temporal text networks is to project them on either accounts (to find
groups of accounts sharing similar resources) or resources (to find groups of resources shared
together), as illustrated in Figure 4. In the literature, variations of this method have been used
to identify both communities with similar ideology and (if only co-sharings happening at the same
time are considered) automated coordinated behaviours [22].

The problemwith a simple unweighted projection, where for example two accounts are adjacent
if they shared the same resource, is that it can lead to spurious links and large clusters (in case of
very popular resources shared by a lot of accounts). A weighted projection can partly address this
problem, by assigning larger weights to repeated co-sharing events. However, artificial clusters
can appear because of sharing activities happening at different times, suggesting the presence of
a coordination that may not be supported by the data.

The extended approach we use is to slice the temporal text network into different time windows,
so that we can detect groups of nodes active at multiple times (showing a stronger evidence of the
presence of a community) or active at recurrent times (e.g., at the time of specific external events
such as debates or elections). A technical problem to address in this case is to decide how many
slices make the communities visible. The intuition behind our approach is that using a function
that tells us how well-defined communities are given a sliced temporal network, we can try with
different numbers of slices and pick the setting with the highest value of this objective function.
That is, for incremental values of n:

1. Slice the temporal network into n slices.

2. Run community detection multiple times and compute the objective function.

As an objective function with use a variation of normalised multi-slice modularity, described
in [73] and based on the observations reported in [50]. Modularity is a very well known measure
of community structure, describing the fraction of edges within communities minus the expected
fraction if edges were distributed at random. For simple networks, and without considering the
so-called resolution parameter, modularity is defined as follows:

!
i,j(Aij ! kikj

2m )!("i"j)
2m

(1)

where A is the adjacency matrix, ki is the degree of node i, "i is the community id of node i,
!("i"j) = 1 if "i = "j and 0 otherwise, and m is the number of edges in the network. In a temporal
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network sliced into time windows, modularity is defined as:

!
i,j,s[(Aisjs ! kir kjs

2µ )!(i, j) + !
is,js

#!(r, s)]!("i, "j)
2µ

(2)

where r, s are time windows (or slices), ir, js are nodes i and j on slices r and s, and µ includes the
contribution of # to m [59]. By computing generalised modularity before and after modifying the
network to remove the community structure (which we can do by randomly reshuffling the edges),
we can estimate the amount of community structure in the network. In summary, for each number
of slices n we perform the following:

1. Slice the temporal network into n slices.

2. Run community detection multiple times and compute modularity. We call mo(n) the maxi-
mum value of modularity found for n slices.

3. Apply edge randomisation in each slice.8

4. Run community detection multiple times and compute modularity. We call mr(n) the maxi-
mum value of modularity found for n slices after randomisation.

5. Compute the normalised modularity mn(n) = mo(n) ! mr(n).

We then choose the number of slices with the highest value of normalised modularity.

4.2.3 Image clustering

In addition to the application of the network-based method described in the previous section, we
can also summarise resources by clustering them directly. For example, to cluster images, we
can use a similar approach as the one described for reverse image search, defining an image
distance function and applying traditional clustering algorithms. The difference with the matching
task is that we do not have to rely on external archives but can perform this task directly on the
data collected from the social media platforms.

4.3 Classification

4.3.1 Posts

There has been a very large amount of research about automatically classifying posts as fake or
rumours. Existing methods are typically based on one of the following main approaches [103, 91,
3]:

8Some details about this step are omitted for simplicity. In summary, we must look for other edges if the swap
would produce edges that already exist, we should do the shuffling in each slice, to preserve the degree distributions —
experiments confirm that reshuffling as in [37, 21] leads to wrong results, and using this process, we cannot reshuffle a
slice containing a single clique.
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1. Content analysis: learning the class based on features of posts. For example, usage of
capitalisation, emphatic punctuation, specific keywords and expressions.

2. Analysis of the relations between posts, users, and resources. For example, it is assumed
that accounts often sharing low-credibility pages are more likely to post low-credibility con-
tent, and it is assumed that sources often shared by low-credibility accounts are more likely
to be low-credibility sources.

3. Analysis of the propagation network, based on the assumption that there are differences
between how rumours, verified information, or posts containing false claims spread online.

With respect to their applicability to Nordic data, the three approaches above have the following
complexities:

1. Content features indicating the presence of false or unverified claims can be both language
and time specific. That is, these approaches are based on learning classification models, or
fine-tuning them, or applying cross- and multi-lingual approaches that do not require domain-
specific training data. The first two options suffer from the aforementioned problem of anno-
tating data in the Nordic languages — a process that must be repeated as the discriminating
features can change in time. For the last option, we do not have evidence about the accuracy
that can be reached in real cases — for more details on a method in this class, although not
yet tested on Nordic languages, see [81].

2. The relations between posts, users, and resources are normally used by fact-checkers, who
know the main sources of disinformation in their language and country on the platforms they
monitor. The clustering approach described in Section 4.2.2 can in theory be used to find
related sources.

3. The analysis of the propagation network is based on assumptions about how different types of
claims propagate online, which is a potentially culture-specific process. NORDIS Deliverable
5.2 is aimed at studying this process in the Nordic online infosphere.

By examining several fake news and rumour detection methods reviewed in [91] for which
code is available [70, 88, 62, 58, 101, 95, 75, 42], we notice that language-specific methods are
typically trained on English (with a few exceptions, including Chinese and Arabic), that several
methods require different input formats, and several repositories do not have a license file defining
the terms of use, making the code unusable e.g. in commercial systems in their current form —
this would be easy to fix, but some of the repositories have been available for years and still do
not specify a license.

4.3.2 Bot detection

A lot of research has been devoted to the detection of automated behaviour. This can be useful
because the activity of (coordinated) bots can signal an attempt to artificially manipulate online
conversations. While the method we described in Section 4.2.2 can be used to identify behaviours

13
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suggesting some form of automation, specific methods have been developed to detect bots [13].
The content of this section is based on [79].

As for many other countries, bots have been feared also in the Nordics because of their poten-
tial negative role during elections. A study about the Swedish general election showed that 6% of
the examined Twitter accounts active in the political discussion displayed an automated behaviour
[16]. This result received a considerable amount of attention in the Swedish media, reporting on
“an army of bots” that “will interfere with the election through fake news, incitement and disrup-
tion”.9,10 Similar studies were performed on other electoral events: an analysis of the 2017 French
Presidential election found that 18% of the accounts using the hashtag #MacronLeaks on Twitter
were bots [17]. Similarly, 21% of the examined Twitter accounts discussing the 2018 US Midterms
and 15% of the examined Twitter accounts discussing the 2016 Presidential election were found
to be bots [18, 24]. These analyses also triggered emphatic reactions from the media highlighting
“a battle among political bots”, “shaping the election” and possibly boosting one of the candidate’s
votes.11,12,13

In the early stages of bot development, bots were in general terms defined as autonomous
agents, systems pursuing their own agenda by sensing, reacting and acting in accordance to the
environment they were placed within [19]. The term has since been used in numerous different
settings to refer to different types of objects [49]. The following are some examples of how bots
have been defined in the bot classification literature: a social media account that is predominantly
controlled by software rather than a human user [18], accounts operated by programs instead of
humans [10], non-personal and automated accounts that post content to online social networks
[51], automated programs [102], an automated social program [61]. The common aspect of these
definitions, that is, automation, is however difficult to be used directly to detect bots. First, we can
expect bots having different degrees of automation, so we should define what is the threshold of
automation above which a partially automated account is defined to be a bot. Second, whether one
account is a bot or not according to this definition is difficult to verify, because we typically cannot
check whether a tweet has been posted automatically or by a person. Given the above-mentioned
potential problems, previous research focusing on the Swedish case defined a bot as an account
on an online social network conveying an automated behaviour [16].

One bot detection approach used in the literature is based on the definition of high level of
automation: “We define a high level of automation as accounts that post at least 50 times a day
using one of these election related hashtags, meaning 450 or more tweets on at least one of
these hashtags during the data collection period” [44, 31, 29, 30]. Highly automated accounts are
considered to be often bots in these studies. Botometer is a well-known tool in the research field
of Twitter bot detection [94, 26, 93]. In general, a typical modern approach to detect bots consists

9“en armé av botar”, mentioned in https://www.aftonbladet.se/nyheter/a/jPjoXo/foi-botarme-som-stodjer-sd-vaxer-
explosionsartat, retrieved in August 2022

10“ska störa valet genom negativa nyheter, falsk information, uppvigling och splittring”, mentioned in https://www.sv
d.se/valet-2018-star-mellan-botar-och-zombier, retrieved in August 2022

11https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/14/arts/on-twitter-a-battle-among-political-bots.html, retrieved in August 2022
12https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2016/11/election-bots/506072/, retrieved in August 2022
13https://time.com/5286013/twitter-bots-donald-trump-votes/, retrieved in August 2022
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in training a classifier based on accounts that have been labelled as bots or non-bots. In several
studies the classification method known as random forest has been shown to yield the best result
in Twitter bot detection when compared to other machine learning algorithms [48, 77, 84, 65].
Random forests have also been used to detect Twitter spam [27] and in some studies to detect
bots and bot created material in Swedish Twitter data [16, 51]. Given that this is a classification
algorithm, we need training data, which again can be difficult to obtain for small languages and
countries.

Some of the most sophisticated bot detection methods also use more fine-grained categorisa-
tions of bot types, such as: crawlers and scrapers, chatbots, spambots, social bots, sockpuppets
and trolls, cyborgs and hybrid accounts [25]. Chatbots, crawlers and scrapers are not directly rel-
evant in the context of online disinformation, although chatbots in some cases can be part of tools
used to create other types of bots. Spambots are defined as automated accounts with the pur-
pose of spreading spam to legit users in an OSN, both in groups and individually. Social (political)
bots have been defined as algorithms operating over social media, written to learn from and mimic
real people so as to manipulate public opinion across a diverse range of social media and device
networks [32]. The term sockpuppet is used to describe forged users interacting with real users
on OSNs, and sockpuppets with a political agenda are usually labeled as trolls. Following Gorwa
and Guilbeault, sockpuppets are accounts with manual curation and control [25]. In terms of func-
tioning, disregarding the active context, a cyborg or hybrid account is instead the combination of
a social bot and a sockpuppet: a bot-assisted human or a human-assisted bot, the crossover of a
bot and a human [12]. Notice that these definitions can overlap.

While significant research efforts in bot detection is leading to more sophisticated methods, the
availability of easy-to-use bot detection methods and tools also carries some risks. Researchers
interested in the analysis of political communicationmay be tempted to use these tools as one-size-
fits-all black boxes. However, given the variety of methods, types of bots and application contexts,
not all tools may be appropriate for all circumstances, and default settings and assumptions may
hide the complexity of the problem. In addition, the short-termwin-win situation of identifying a lot of
bots (that is, publications and funding for the researchers and interesting stories for the media) may
increase the risk of inaccurate results to emerge. In fact, while receiving a considerable amount of
attention the accuracy and in some case the validity of some of the aforementioned studies have
also been publicly disputed. For example, former Google employee Mike Hearn, who worked with
anti-automation platforms, criticised some bot detection criteria used in [24], such as “abnormal
tweeting time (from 00:00 to 06:00)”.14 A criticism of the research field as a whole was presented
by journalist Michael Kreil, and is available online for more details15. As an example, Kreil applied
a popular bot detection tool used in some of the aforementioned studies to the Twitter profiles of
396 staff members of the German news agency Deutsche Presse-Agentur, finding that 36% of the
profiles would be classified as bots.

As a final consideration, the presence of malicious bots online is not necessarily an indicator of
low information quality: whether they can consistently impact opinion dynamics and participation

14https://blog.plan99.net/did-russian-bots-impact-brexit-ad66f08c014a, retrieved in August 2022
15https://michaelkreil.github.io/openbots, retrieved in August 2022
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is, once again, a culture-specific question, and a very difficult one to be answered empirically.

4.3.3 Resource manipulation

Classification can also be used to detect whether a resource (image or video) has been manip-
ulated. Commercial services, such as the Google Vision API, are available, and alternative ap-
proaches include using reverse image search or image clustering (only viable if the original and
manipulated image are present in the collected data), and inspecting the identified clusters. As
for the section on image matching, we refer to our deliverable on fact-checking technology for
additional references.

4.4 Matching

Matching is about linking entities in the data with entities in external datasets or in the real world.
We review methods to match posts with claims or external resources (such as Web pages), ac-
counts with users, and resources with other resources outside the collected social media data.

4.4.1 Posts and claims

In comparison with other disinformation-related tasks such as claim detection or automated fact-
checking, the existing research has paid less attention to the problem of automatic mapping of
previously fact-checked claims in the data. Some of the recent state-of-the-art approaches are
primarily based on transfer learning and the use of BERT and Sentence-BERT (SBERT) family
of language models (e.g. [5]). In a nutshell, the proposed pipelines include model fine-tuning
using labelled datasets consisting of claim and verified claim pairs. Actual claim matching is then
performed by evaluating the similarity (e.g. cosine or Euclidean distance) between document or
sentence and fact-checked claim embeddings [63, 66, 76], sometimes in combination with the
results of the BM25 information retrieval algorithm [57, 78]. Re-ranking of the fact-checked claims
is also performed to identify those best matching the target claims, for instance, using RankSVM
algorithm [78, 74] or LambdaMART reranker [11, 80].

Whereas the majority of the above-mentioned studies were performed using the English lan-
guage only, there exist some applications where claim matching is performed for multilingual data,
as well as under-resourced languages (e.g. [60]). For instance, the works of Kazemi et al. [40, 41]
used language-agnostic (LaBSE) and multilingual (LASER, MPnet) models for cross-lingual claim
matching, as well as claim matching in languages other than English. Some of the existing works
have also described cases when claim matching was performed, for example, for Arabic [56].
Despite the promising results and the growing availability of multilingual models that incorporate
Scandinavian languages, the main constraint of the existing approaches is that they rely on manu-
ally annotated datasets. Thus, the task of building similar datasets in the Scandinavian languages
may present certain difficulties, especially given that most fact-checks are performed in English.
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4.4.2 Accounts and users

Matching accounts to users, also known as identity resolution, can be useful to detect attempts
to artificially amplify claims or narratives.16 Unfortunately, information to directly match accounts
from the same or different platforms is not normally available. One exception are social media
aggregators [53], which are however no longer available or not easily accessible.

Despite the complexity of the task, several user-account matching methods have been pro-
posed in the literature, based on the supervised or unsupervised comparison of a number of fea-
tures, including:

• Profile names [97, 99], either compared character by character or looking for specific words,
characters, cultural references, and also considering typical cross-platform patterns (such
as character insertion, from mmagnani to matmagnani or to mmagnani23).

• Temporal patterns, e.g., time of the day when the account is active [4, 36].

• Physical features of the devices, such as the phone camera lenses [7].

• Common friends [46, 6].

• Social tags [33].

• Writing style [8, 35, 4].

• Combinations of these features, to obtain more robust predictors [87, 68, 55, 98, 34, 35].

While some of the aforementioned studies show highly accurate results, there is not a lot of
evidence concerning the applicability of these methods “in the wild”. On the contrary, tests per-
formed on large real social networks have obtained significantly worse results [23]. In addition, it
should be considered that while different types of information disorder have been the motivation
for the development of some of these methods, we may expect this matching task to be even
more complex when the existence of multiple accounts controlled by a single user is connected
to deceptive behaviours. In this case, users could modify their behaviour either not to be caught
by the platform or just to reach different audiences. A methodological implication of the inability to
match accounts with certainty is that other data analysis approaches, such as the network-based
analysis methods described in this report, may have to be replaced by extended methods that can
work under some level of uncertainty [52, 38, 39].

4.4.3 Images

Visual content plays an important role in online communication: we know it spreads faster because
it is more engaging [54], and it has been thus used as a main medium to spread disinformation
[100, 28, 1]. Deepfake technologies have recently increased worries related to inauthentic visual
material [83]. The task of matching images from the Web is also known as reverse image search.

16Note that matching accounts to users does not imply that the identity of the users is revealed, but only detecting
that some accounts are controlled by the same user.
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Reverse image search is technically based on having access to a relevant database of images
to search and using a distance function to identify images that are similar enough. Distances can
be computed using well-established features, such as colour histogram, shapes, and visual clues,
or using deep neural networks that can learn representations of the images from the data. Deep
neural networks have the advantage of not having to select features manually or in advance, but
are also associated to lack of explainability and high dependency on the training data. Reverse
image search is a mature technology, offered for example by Google’s search engine for free (for
a limited number of requests).

The applications of image matching to disinformation detection are many: one can use it to
judge novelty (we know that images are often re-used across events), to find links to alternative
texts associated to the same image (as done in [90]), to identify manipulation, and also to see
which groups of accounts use an image (or similar/manipulated versions of it) to spread potentially
different messages. Some recent works have also proposed methods for image matching that can
further be combined with textual information. NORDIS Deliverable “State of the art in fact-checking
technology”, Section 4.1, provides a detailed list of technologies to support fact-checking of/with
visual content.

5 Data colletion and analysis system

To perform the case studies we have developed a system implementing the pipeline described in
Figure 5. Data is fetched from multiple online sources based on the search criteria specified in a
configuration file. At the moment, data collection is enabled from Facebook (via the Crowdtangle
API), Twitter (via the Academic API) and YouTube (via the YouTube Search API). A connection to
Reddit is also available, although not yet used in our case studies. We also collect data from Flash-
back, in a way currently disconnected from the platform. A future plan, based on recommendations
from fact-checkers, is to consider plugging in the forthcoming TikTok API.

Figure 5: System used for the case studies
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Norwegian keywords Finnish keywords
”militær operasjon”, angrep, angripe, ar-
senal, atomkrig, atomvåpen, basepolitikk,
bombe, denazifisering, fedrelandet, folk-
erett, folkeretten, forsker, fred, general,
invadere, invadert, invasjon, Kharkiv,
Kherson, Kiev, konflikt, krig, Kyiv, Lavrov,
major, militær, militæroperasjon, missil,
Moskva, Nato, Navalnyj, nazi, nordom-
råde, nordområdene, nynazist, oberst,
okkupant, okkupere, oligark, Putin, rakett,
russisk, Russland, sanksjon, sanksjoner,
Stoltenberg, Ukraina, ukrainere, ukrainsk,
våpen, verdenskrig, ”WW III”, Zelensky

ukraina OR ukrainansota OR nato OR
venäjä OR pohjoismaat OR sota OR pro-
paganda OR pakotteet OR pakolaiset OR
ukraina OR ”Ukrainan sota” OR nato OR
venäjä OR pohjoismaat OR sota OR so-
dan OR propaganda OR pakotteet OR
pakotteita OR pakolaiset OR pakolaisia
OR pakolaisista OR ”Euroopan unioni” &
EU

Danish keywords Swedish keywords
”militær operation” Afnazificering nazis-
ter folkeret folkeretten invadere invasion
Kharkiv Kiev Kyiv Lavrov militær mil-
itæroperation Moskva Nato nazi Norden
”nordiske lande” Putin russisk Rusland
sanktion sanktionerne sanktioner Ukraine
ukrainsk ukrainere Zelensky fædrelandet
Kherson krig atomkrig atomvåben arsenal
fred våben oligark Navalnyj folkeret gen-
eral oberst major forsker besætte besæt-
telse besat Danmark Norge Sverige Fin-
land Grønland Færøerne ”russiske am-
bassade” ”russiske ambassadør”

”militär operation” krig denazifiera
azovbrigaden invasion biovapen biolabb
biolabben ”biologiska laboratorier” ryska
Ryssland Ukraina sanktioner ukrainsk
ukrainska ukrainare ryssar ryssofob
ryssofobi ryssofobisk neutrala korrupta
korruption separatister utbrytarområden
Donetsk Luhansk anfall ”djupa staten”
organhandel ”fake news” fakenews crisis
actor patogener USA-finansierade

Table 3: Keywords used in the first exploratory pilot

The results are stored in a private location and constitute the input for analysis scripts, that are
currently partly automated and written in SQL (for preprocessing), R, Python and C++. As a final
output, the system produces a PDF report.

The objective of this system is to automate the data collection and analysis process. However,
while the generation of static documents is useful for discussing the results between project mem-
bers, as a proof of concept, and to prioritise future developments, an interactive system would be
significantly more powerful.

6 Case studies

Our first pilot consisted in producing an overview of social media posts on selected keywords pro-
vided by Nordis fact-checkers from November 2021 to mid-March 2022. The keywords are indi-
cated in Table 3, and the search was performed filtering posts in the four languages and countries.
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The collected data consisted of 2 813 065 Facebook posts and 3 127 281 tweets.
Figure 6 shows the projected network map of Internet domains17 appearing in the collected

posts, with edges connecting domains shared by the same users and weights indicating the num-
ber of times they had been co-shared. The map (which can only be partially shown on paper be-
cause it contains a very large number of nodes) clearly indicates four peripheral clusters, one for
each country, connected by a central cluster with international domains (Facebook, BBC, Reuters,
etc.). We also notice that Finnish sources are generally not co-shared by users sharing Norwe-
gian, Swedish, and Danish sources, which are instead closer to each other from a network topology
perspective. One thing that emerges from this broad overview is that authoritative sources are sig-
nificantly more co-shared than others, so that directly applying basic ranking methods on this data
would not be able to single out problematic content.

Temporal slices can also be computed to compare (for example) when different keywords were
mentioned the most, and correlations. Here we only show this for Swedish posts (Figure 7). In the
figure we can observe keywords that have been frequently used throughout the monitored period
(e.g., fake news), keywords that where used only at one or a few specific times (e.g., biovapen),
that can be used to focus on subsets of the data and relate the corresponding tweets to external
events, and also groups of keywords whose frequency patterns are correlated, e.g., several key-
words becoming more prominent from the time of the invasion, of which some had already been
used but with lower frequencies (e.g., ryssofobi) and others becoming more prominent just before
and after the invasion started.

From the overview we selected some smaller sub-cases to focus on: selected domains identi-
fied as problematic by NORDIS fact-checkers, shorter time periods, and more specific keywords.
The following example corresponds to a one-week time window of single-country data, as ex-
pressed in the format accepted by the system to start data collections (dataset statistics are pre-
sented in Table 4):

• PLATFORM: Twitter
• LANGUAGE_CODE: no
• COUNTRY_CODE: no
• START_TIME: 2022-05-30 02:00 Z
• END_TIME: 2022-06-06 02:00 Z
• KEYWORDS: azov ukronazi nynazister nazister denazifisere de-nazifisere donbass azovstal
siverskyi donets mariupol nato arktis lavrov putin stoltenberg zelensky

Table 4: Number of distinct tweets, quotations, replies, retweets, domains, and URLs.

element_type number

original_tweet 924

17Note that we haven’t normalised the domains in this visualisation, that is, the map distinguishes between
youtube.com and youtu.be
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element_type number

quoted 91
replied_to 575
retweeted 466
domains 110
urls 461

First we obtain a smaller domain co-sharing network that we can manually inspect. Looking at
Figure 8 we can make the following observations:

• As for the overview, the central cluster is dominated by authoritative sources (aftenposten,
vg, dagbladet).

• Other groups of sources form visible communities. As an example, a community contains do-
mains: wsws.org, newsvoice.se, derimot.no, steigan.no, and (less central in this community)
rt.com.

• We observe the presence of some high-betweeness nodes connecting different clusters,
such as youtube and nrk.

A ranking of the Web pages by number of appearances in tweets shows that among the three
most shared during the monitored week we find a page from nrk, a youtube video, and a page
from an alternative news website.

Table 5: Top-3 most shared URLs, including retweets.

url num_tweets

https://www.nrk.no/nordland/rodt-politikar-synne-bjorbaek-meiner-nato-[…] 45
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=[…] 12
https://thealtworld.com/scott_ritter/nazs-surrender-[…] 7

We do not provide a detailed description of the account co-sharing network here, whose ac-
counts were anonymised. However, a look at its structure represented in Figure 9 also shows
clear communities and accounts acting as bridges across communities.

To summarise the topics that are present in the data we computed a topic model (STM). Table 6
shows an example tweet (after preprocessing for topic detection, without URLs, usernames, etc.)
for each of ten random topics. Some of the topics are unsurprising, because they correspond to
search keywords used to collect the data. However, this selection highlights some additional topics
of discussion happening during the monitored week, in particular: meetings between presidents,
tweets not in Norwegian, claims about Putin being sick, grain export. As each topic is associated to
its tweets, one can use this summary to see what has been published on these specific sub-issues.

The same type of analysis that we performed above on URLs and domains, for example ranking
and constructing co-sharing networks, can also be performed on visual data using the approaches
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Figure 6: Domain co-sharing network. We can recognise clusters for the four monitored countries
and languages, and a central cluster with international domains keeping the National clusters
together.
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Figure 7: Temporal intensity of keywords (Sweden/Swedish). Columns represent keywords, rows
represent time (from top, November 2021, to bottom, March 2022). Colours indicate the number
of tweets containing that keyword published in that time window in our data, in logarithmic scale.
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Figure 8: Domain co-sharing networks. The central cluster is dominated by authoritative sources
and online accounts of legacy media (aftenposten, vg, dagbladet). Other cluters are visible, either
disconnected from the central largest component or included inside it (e.g., the cluster containing
wsws.org, newsvoice.se, derimot.no, steigan.no). This last cluster is connected to the rest of the
network through youtube.com (blue node on its left) and nrk.no (orange node on its bottom left),
constituting high-betweenness nodes.
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Figure 9: Account co-sharing networks. The clusters represent groups of users sharing the same
domains. High-betweenness nodes are visible, being connected to (and thus visually positioned
in-between) multiple clusters. We do not provide a detailed qualitative analysis of these accounts,
that were anonymised during the analysis.
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ID Keywords Example (preprocessed)
1 putin, #galenputin, stopper,

ukraina, nato
helt galet av en #galenputin

2 møte, putin, #president_, an-
dre_betydninger, clintons

krig i ukraina: presidenten for den afrikanske union
vil møte vladimir putin - #afrika #kairo #kyiv #presi-
dent_(andre_betydninger) #ukraina #krig

3 putin, brukamo, stopper, ukraina,
nato

opet se brukamo

4 #russiainvadedukraine, #ukraine,
#putinwarcrimes, …

putin, den armenske statsministeren ber om å øke
innsatsen for å sikre stabilitet i sør-kaukasus - #kauka-
sia #sør

5 putin, galet, stopper, ukraina, nato helt galet av en #galenputin
6 korn, putin, ukraina, eksportere,

logo
putin: ikke noe problem å eksportere korn fra ukraina

7 fortsatt, nato-medlemskap, usa,
ukraina, ekstremistar

usa og ukraina fortsatte, og i 2021 besluttet de å gjen-
erobre krim og luhansk-donetsk. i november opprettet
usa og ukraina et «charter for strategic partnership»
for å forberede ukrainsk nato-medlemskap. de visste
at det ville føre til krig.

8 nato-sjefen, putin, veldig, syk,
tidligere

utenriksminister lavrov avviser at putin er alvorlig syk.
oversatt fra russisk propaganda betyr det er at putin
er alvorlig syk, og at det sannsynligvis ikke er lenge til
han havner på et veldig varmt sted hvor han må dele
seng med stalin og hitler.

9 putin, nato-snubbeltråd, stopper,
ukraina, nato

tittar på nato-snubbeltråd

10 putin, opet, stopper, ukraina, nato opet se brukamo

Table 6: First 10 topics.
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mentioned in Section 4. Figure 10a shows how setting high thresholds of similarity we can identify
when the same image has been shared by different accounts. In this example, the three identical
images are distinct files uploaded by different accounts. In this way we can rank images based on
how often they have been shared — as well as computing the associated co-sharing networks.

The additional examples reported in Figures 10 and 11 show clusters of images obtained by
relaxing the constraints on similarity. In this way, we obtain clusters representing, respectively:
images produced by the same automated service (characterised by a similar layout), images as-
sociated to the same event/news (in this case, an Arctic expedition), the same scene cut in different
ways (in this case without a clear attempt to convey different meanings, but in principle also usable
to present different frames), and different images that are part of the same narrative.

In particular, in Figure 10a we only group together identical images, so that we can trace dif-
ferent copies of the same image posted by different accounts. The clusters in Figure 10b and 10c
show groups different but related images, that can also be considered as the same resource when
producing co-sharing networks. Notice, however, that these clusters have different semantics: in
Figure 10b the clustered images come from the same source but refer to different news, which is
not the case for the images in Figure 10c. This suggests that a qualitative coding of different types
of clusters may be needed, not to build co-sharing networks mixing edges with different semantics.
Two additional types of clusters found in our data are exemplified in Figure 11.

We also note that images with minor manipulations (e.g., with a deleted part, or some added
or updated text) would also be included in a common group and be easily detected. However, we
have not identified such a case in our data.

7 Concluding remarks and recommendations

We conclude this report with a set of considerations and recommendations emerging from our
literature reviews, method development, and case studies.

1. It is important to problematise the meaning of detection, from at least two perspectives. First,
algorithmic studies aimed at fully automating detection tasks risk to simplify either the pro-
cess (down to the extreme case of reducing it to assigning a stamp) or the types of infor-
mation disorder that can be identified. Tools that increase our ability to understand, filter,
and summarise the data can be practically very valuable as tools to support the detection
of interesting data. While well understood in the research community, it is still important to
point out that focusing on the clear cases that we can automate may result in overlooking
other important types of information disorder.

2. The format in which fact-checks are stored in databases plays an important practical role:
they are currently not designed to facilitate precise matching with new content, with the con-
sequence that matching can become very challenging. Only already debunked claims can
be downloaded, while problematic content is provided in a link, which leads to the need to
access the problematic content separately and eventually collect hundreds or thousands of
additional documents (as it is the case for EDMO’s repository). Also, sometimes, very short
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(a) A cluster with identical images independently posted by different accounts.

(b) A cluster with images from the same service/source.

(c) A cluster with images related to the same news.

Figure 10: Examples of image clusters obtained applying a clustering algorithm varying the thresh-
olds of image similarity used to define whether two images should be included in the same cluster.
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(a) A cluster with images showing different views of the same
scene.

(b) A cluster with two images that are part of the same narrative.

Figure 11: Additional examples of image clustering using varying similarity thresholds.
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claims are provided in fact-checks (3-4 words) or claims mentioning some photos/videos with
no details about their content. This is not just a matter of providing machine-readable data
with meta-data that can be used to build search queries, because different types of claims
(e.g., textual vs visual) and different APIs (e.g., allowing to search by image, to use Boolean
expressions, etc.) have different levels of compatibility.

3. Having a simpler way to match fact-checks would also be beneficial to support the early
detection of old or cross-language claims.

4. Handling cross- and multi-lingual data still requires technical advances. Most fact-checks
are in English.

5. While detection is more difficult for lower-resource languages, the lack of resources (data,
annotators) is only part of the problemwith themajority of research focusing on English and to
a lower extent a few additional languages: cultural aspects have to be considered in different
detection tasks. The need for more country/region-specific fact-checks is not only needed to
train classifiers, but also to research the associated information spreading dynamics to gain
insights about local specificities.

6. Support for visual data analysis is important and still a gap to fill, but a lot of data is multi-
modal, which requires to go beyond the independent analysis of text or images.

7. Some of the methods reviewed in this report and used in our case studies require legal and
ethical considerations. When it comes to research, we should consider the issue of compli-
ance with the GDPR and etikprövningslagen (as an example, in Sweden) when it comes to
mapping/studying individual social media users. An additional difficulty is the different nature
of the involved organisations, with public research institutions having more options for legal
bases [45]. Another aspect is that many platforms do not allow data collection for research
purposes, which makes it problematic to use their data in a legal and ethical way. There are
many other platforms we are not currently considering, e.g. VKontakte, Gab, 4/8chan, and
we have much less understanding about what is happening on them due to the absence of
proper ways to collect the data. Nevertheless, we know that some users/content providers
migrate there to avoid being detected. Works about and methods for Twitter data are over-
represented.

8. There are big risks associated with the use of black-box models, especially the lack of trans-
parency/explainability of deep neural models that are becoming more and more popular in
disinformation studies. Also, when it comes to more advanced approaches such as transfer
learning and deep neural networks, they demonstrate good performance on a limited number
of benchmark datasets, however, when applied to real-world social media data, or to limited
training data, or to ”small” languages, their performance may become much more modest,
which leads to the question of applicability of those approaches to real fact-checking activities
and research.
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9. The matching task also seems to be under-represented in the literature: when it comes to
claims, a large part of existing approaches/pipelines we could identify were represented by
the submissions to a single conference (CheckThat!).

10. EDMO and EDMO Hubs are fundamental environments to collaborate and share resources,
given the amount of data sources, technologies, and analytical tasks.
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